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This extension is characterized by the fact that it in
cludes a cylindrical socket (2) with tapered end (4) of a
diameter larger than the inner diameter of the tube and
made ?exible by longitudinal slots (6), a polygonal nut
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(10)’ of which angles (11) are introduced in longitudinal
slots (6) of socket (2), a traction screw (12) which is
screwed into the nut and includes a pick-up end (16);
this traction screw abutting against the tube, after intro
ducing the nut into socket (2), then this socket in core
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Advantageously, this connector includes a central

COAXIAL CABLE CORE EXTENSION

tube slipped onto the smooth counterbore of the pick-up

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

end.
As an example and with reference to the ?gures of the

This invention relates to a coaxial cable core exten

sion made of a tube.
It also concerns a connector ?tted with such a core

extension.
The cores of coaxial cables are made either of a thin

tube, or nowadays of a thin strip welded lengthways.

attached drawing, an extension according to this inven
tion and a connector ?tted with such an extension are

described below.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 is an exploded sectional view of the extension
forming one embodiment of the invention.
FIG. 2 is a sectional view which shows the extension
positioned in the core of the coaxial cable.
FIG. 3 is a cross-section along III of FIG. 2, showing

The core extensions of the former state of the art used in
coaxial cables in which the core is made of a thin tube
are not appropriate anymore for cables made today in
which the core is made of a thin welded strip.
15 the particular shape of a nut slipped in the longitudinal
These former extensions are for example:

a cylindrical connecting piece which is welded onto

slots of the extension socket.
FIG. 4 is a sectional view which shows the extension

the extremity of the core,
in its tightening position.
a threaded connecting piece which is screwed di
FIG. 5 is an enlarged view in section which shows a
rectly into the core inner diameter,
20 coaxial cable connector ?tted with such a core exten
a threaded connecting piece which ensures self-tap
sion.
ping of the cable inner diameter.
These three extensions require a very accurate inner
DESCRIPTION OF‘THE PREFERRED
diameter of the core and therefore, a difference in diam
EMBODIMENT
eter greater than 0.3 mm requires the use of a different

size of extension. One such extension takes the form of

an elastic clip of the “banana plug” type which absorbs
greater variations of the core diameter (approximately
0.5 mm). However, the electrical contact is weaker, and
also this clip can slip in the core of the cable. Another
extension takes the form of a notched cylindrical socket
which includes one single longitudinal slot and is ?tted
with a tapered nut. However, this socket is never totally
centered in a welded tube because the annealing differ
ences on the tube do not allow even penetration of the

notched portion of the socket in the tube.

In FIG. 1, we can see cable core (21) and its inner
wall (21’). We can also see on the exploded view,,exten- >

sion (1) made of socket (2), nut (10) and tightening
screw (12). Socket (2) has two separate ends: one rigid
end (8) with an outer diameter (3) having an internal
bore of (3’) and a greater diameter bore (7), a ?exible

end (4) equipped with four lugs (5) separated by longitu-,
dinal slots (6), which can be seen better in FIG. 3. These

lugs (5) de?ne externally, a cylinder (9) connected to
the outer diameter (3) of the rigid end (8) by a cone (9').
Nut (10) which can be seen better in FIG. 3, has four

angled corners (11).

Cables of the same size but from various sources often
The traction screw (12) includes an hexagonal tight
have important differences in the core inner diameter
ening head (15), a threaded section (14), a cylindrical
and this invention allows to compensate for this disad
section (13) and a pick-up end (16) comprising two
vantage by offering a core extension capable of absorb 40 reduced diameter cylindrical portions, (17 and 18).
ing differences in the diameter of up to 1 mm.
In FIG. 2 which shows the positioning of the exten
This invention also offers another advantage, ie. the
sion in the cable core, we can see that rigid section (8)
self-centering of the extension in the tube as it is
of socket (2) is introduced inside core (21), up to the
screwed in.
level of cone (9) and that nut (10) previously screwed
45 onto the end of threaded section (14) of traction screw
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
(12) is introduced in slotted portion of the socket until it
The extension of this invention is characterised by the
is abutted against rigid section (8).
fact that it includes a cylindrical socket with a tapered
FIG. 3, which is a cross-section along III of FIG. 2,
end of a greater diameter than the inner diameter of the
shows that the four angled corners (11) of nut (10) pene- '
tube and made ?exible by its longitudinal slots, a polyg
trate the longitudinal slots (6) of socket (2).
onal nut of which the angles are introduced in the longi
In FIG. 4, which shows the extension ready to be
tudinal slots of the socket, a traction screw which is
screwed into the nut and includes a pick-up end, this
traction screw abutted against the tube, after the nut has
been introduced in the socket and the socket in the core, 55

thus pulling the nut lengthways to push apart and
tighten the ?exible tapered part on the inner wall of the
core.

Another advantage is that since the nut is square, its

4 angles are each slipped into a longitudinal slot.
Preferably, the other end of the traction screw is
guided in a bore of the socket.
The connector of this invention, equipped with a

tightened in cable core (20), we can see that socket (2)

is completely introduced in the core and that lugs (5)
are distorted because of the action of cone (9') and

reduce the width of slots (6).
The extension is positioned in the cable core in the

following way:
Nut (10) is screwed onto threaded section (14) of
traction screw (12), then is introduced in the socket, the
socket-nut-traction screw assembly is then introduced
in the core up to the level of cone (9’) of the socket, then

by pinching these, up to the extremity of lugs (5). All

one has to do is then to tighten the traction screw and as
cable core extension which includes from its centre
soon as it is abutted against core (21), the nut slips into
outwards: a central core, an insulating layer, an outside 65 tightened slots (6) and tightens socket (2) on wall (21')

conductor and an external insulating layer, is character
ised by the fact that the pick-up end of the traction

of core (21) by pushing lugs (5) apart.

screw is made of two smooth counterbores.

connector, we can see this connector comprising of

In FIG. 5, which shows the extension positioned in a
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socket (2), nut (10) and traction screw (12) ?tted with
one pick-up end made of two cylindrical portions
(17,18). This extension is placed in core (21) of coaxial
cable (20) which also includes an insulating layer (22)

claim 1, wherein the other end (13) of the traction screw

is guided through a bore (3’). of the socket.
4. In combination, a connector (30) and coaxial cable
core extension (1) for a cable including the following

around core (21) and an outer undulated conductor (23)

elements from its center outwards:
a central core (21), said central core (21) constituting
a tube,

covered by an outer layer (24).
This connector (30) includes a main socket (31) cov

ering the end of external layer (24) of cable (20), another

an insulating layer (22),

socket (34) screwed on socket (31) and resting on insu
lating layer (22) of cable, a nut (40) secured in transla
tion by a ring (60) permanently mounted in a groove
(37) of socket (34), a slotted piece (43) screwed into
socket (34) and including lugs (43'), a tube (50) ?tted
over the cylindrical portion (18) of the traction screw

an outer connector (23) and

an outer insulating layer (24),
said cable core extension comprising:
a cylindrical socket (2) with a tapered end (4) of an
outer diameter larger than the inner diameter of

the tube and made ?exible by longitudinal slots

and with a ferrule (52).

(6),

An O-ring (62) is placed between outer conductor

a polygonal nut (10) having angled corners (11)
introduced in said longitudinal slots (6) of socket

(23) and socket (31) and another O-ring (33) ensures '

tightness between sockets (31) and (34). A metal ring

(2),

(65) pushes the end of the outer conductor (23) onto a
cone (36) of socket (34) tightened by means of a spanner
to be engaged in notches (35).
Washer (61) surrounds tightening head (15) and an

a traction screw (12) screwed into the nut and

including a pick-up end (16),
said traction screw being stopped against the tube,
after previous introduction of the nut in socket

insulating layer (44) in polythene for example, covers
cylindrical portion (17) of the traction screw and tube
25
(50) up to the level of its ferrule (52).
Ferrule (52) and lugs (43') go into a standard connect
ing socket (not shown) while nut (40) is screwed on this
socket. Tightness between connector (30) and this
socket is ensured by a seal (42) placed in a groove (38) 30
of socket (34).
Without departing from the matter of this invention,
this extension can be used in all types of coaxial cable
connectors or to connect the cores of two coaxial ca

(2), then socket (2) in tube (21), pulling the nut
longitudinally to push apart and tighten the ?exi
ble tapered end onto inside wall (21') of tube

(21),
said connector comprising a main socket (31) cov

ering said outer insulating layer (24) of cable

(20),
a further socket (34) screw mounted to socket (31)

and resting on insulating layer (22), said further
socket (34) bearing a groove (37), a nut (40)

secured against translation by ring (60) perma

bles, by transforming the pick-up end of the traction

nently mounted in said groove (37) of said socket

screw into a threaded stem corresponding to the

(34),

threaded part of the screw but with reverse pitch, and
by adding another nut and another socket in the core of
the second cable.
I claim:
1. Extension (1) of a coaxial cable (20) core (21), said
core constituting a tube, said extension comprising:
a cylindrical socket (2) with a tapered end (4) of an
outer diameter larger than the inner diameter of the

tube (21) and made flexible by longitudinal slots
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3. An extension of a coaxial cable core according to

a slotted piece (43) screwed into said socket (34),

said slotted piece including lugs (43’),
said traction screw (12) terminating at its end re
mote from said coaxial cable in a ?rst cylindrical

portion (17), and a second cylindrical portion
(18) of reduced diameter,
45

(6),

another tube (50) ?tted over said second cylindri
cal portion (18) of said traction screw (12),
said another tube (50) terminating in a ferrule (52)
at its end remote from said traction screw cylin

a polygonal nut (10) having angled corners (11) intro
duced in said longitudinal slots (6) of socket (92),

drical portion (18),
said traction screw (12) including a tightening head

a traction screw (12) screwed into the nut and includ

(15),

ing a pick-up end (16),
said traction screw being stopped against the tube
(21), after previous introduction of the nut (10) in
socket (2), then socket (2) in tube (21), pulling the
nut longitudinally to push apart and tighten the

a washer (61) surrounding said tightening head,
an insulating layer (44) covering said cylindrical

?exible tapered end onto inside wall (21’) of tube 55

(21).

portion (17) of the traction screw and tube (50)
to the level of said ferrule (52), and
wherein said slotted piece (43) screwed into said
socket (34) maintains said washer (61) in position

surrounding said tightening head (15), and said

2. Extension of a coaxial cable core as per claim 1,

insulating layer (44) surrounding the cylindrical

characterised by the fact that nut (10) is square, its four

portion (17) of the traction screw and said tube

angled corners (11) being each slipped into a longitudi
nal slot (6).
60

(50).
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